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Abstract
We generalize and study the Zermelo navigation problem on Hermitian manifolds in the
presence of a perturbation W determined by a mild complex velocity vector field
||W (z)||h < ||u(z)||h, with application of complex Finsler metric of complex Randers type. By
admitting space-dependence of ship’s relative speed ||u(z)||h ≤ 1 we discuss the projectively
related complex Finsler metrics, the geodesics corresponding to the solutions of Zermelo’s
problem, in particular the conformal case and the connections between the corresponding
background Hermitian metric h, new Hermitian metric a and resulting complex Randers met-
ric F . Moreover, we present some necessary and sufficient conditions for the obtained locally
projectively flat solutions. Our findings are also illustrated with several examples.
M.S.C. 2010: 53B20, 53C21, 53C22, 53C60, 49J15, 49J53.
Keywords: Zermelo navigation, Hermitian-Finsler manifold, complex Randers metric, perturba-
tion.
1 Introduction
In the navigation problem, formulated initially in low dimensional Euclidean spaces and solved
with original method in variational calculus by Ernst Zermelo (1931) [21], the objective is to
find the minimum time trajectory of a ship sailing on a sea M , with the presence of a wind
determined by a vector field W . We aim to consider the problem as purely geometric. The
essential generalization of the problem on Riemannian manifolds (M,h) has been presented in
Finsler geometry (2004) [9] in the original formulation, that is a ship proceeds at constant unit
speed relative to a surrounding mild perturbation W thought of a wind, i.e., h(W,W ) < 1. It was
pointed out that the solutions are the geodesics of a real Randers space (M,F ), a special Finsler
space, determined by a Riemannian metric h and a vector field W , and conversely, every real
Randers metric arises from such a problem. In the absence of a perturbation the solutions to the
problem are simply h-geodesics of M . The important approach in discussing Randers metrics is
navigation representation, namely express Randers metric in terms of a background Riemannian
metric and a vector field. The corresponding condition on strong convexity, i.e. |W |h < 1 ensures
then that F is a positive definite Finsler metric [9, 11].
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Having applied Zermelo navigation it was possible to set up a complete list up to local isometry
of strongly convex Randers metrics of constant (Finslerian) flag curvature. In particular, the
resulting Finsler metrics have been categorized, depending on the sign of their flag curvature. Also,
the formulae of all infinitesimal homothetiesW of the three standard Riemannian space forms were
worked out. With the use of the navigation technique the classification of strongly convex Randers
metrics of constant flag curvature, both local and global, was given. Moreover, this enabled to
discuss projectively flat Randers metrics of constant flag curvature and the corresponding PDE,
the geodesics of Randers spaces of constant curvature [19] and, more general, the geodesics of
Finsler metrics [12].
Thereafter, being motivatad by some real applications the problem was investigated by the
second author on Riemannian manifolds, having admitted the space dependence of ship’s relative
speed, with the presence of both mild and critical wind W . Setting as a reference point Zermelo’s
formulation of the problem, we asked whether a ship had to proceed at a constant maximum speed
relative to the surrounding Riemannian sea. This standard assumption we have already dropped
in purely geometric approach (cf. [14, 15]). Hence, the generalization included the problem in
the original setting with |u|h = 1 = const. as a particular case. Furthermore, the concept with
admitting variable in space ship’s speed gives rise to optimize our recent study of the search
models based on time-minimal paths in real navigational applications via the Zermelo navigation
(cf. [13]).
The navigation problem was also considered in complex Finsler geometry with application
of complex Randers metric by the first author [3]. In contrast to a real analogue, a complex
Randers metric was introduced and commenced to be studied much later (2007, cf. [7]). In order
to benefit from similar interest like this given by real Randers metrics, it was natural to find
some applications for them. Thus, the concepts in real setting presented [9] were referred in [3],
where the navigation problem was investigated on a Hermitian manifold. To obtain a solution as
a complex Randers metric, it was necessary to work out the additional geometric assumptions.
Application of navigation representation in a complex landscape enabled to obtain the concrete
examples of complex Randers metrics and to point out the essential difference in comparison
to the analogous problem on Riemannian manifolds. Namely, the complex Randers metrics are
not of constant holomorphic curvature by perturbation of some Hermitian metrics of constant
holomorphic sectional curvature via the Zermelo navigation. However, many other properties
related to it and the corresponding generalizations can be considered, for instance projectively
flat complex Randers metrics of zero holomorphic curvature, the geodesics corresponding to some
projectively related solutions, a special case of orthogonality, the complex (α, β)-solutions which
are not of Randers type.
In the current paper we extend and refine our previous findings in a complex original formula-
tion of the Zermelo navigation problem as well as we obtain some new results with the generalized
setting. In our discussion we combine both our studies of the problem, in particular considering
varying in magnitude speed ||u(z)||h on Hermitian manifolds M for the case of a complex mild
perturbation W , that is ||W (z)||h < ||u(z)||h ≤ 1 everywhere on M .
We proceed by first presenting an overview of our paper’s content. In Section 2 some prelim-
inary notions on n-dimensional complex Finsler spaces, in particular on complex Randers spaces
and projectively related complex Finsler metrics, are stated. Also, a necessary and sufficient con-
dition for a complex Finsler metric to be locally projectively flat is proved (see Theorem 2.4).
In Section 3 we describe the generalized Zermelo navigation problem on Hermitian manifolds.
Comparing to its Riemannian analogue we show that the obtained complex Finsler solution is
conditioned by an additional assumption. Moreover, the orthogonal case is pointed out (see Theo-
rem 3.8). Making use of the generalization presented in a complex setting, in Section 4 we discuss
on projectively related complex Finsler metrics, the geodesics corresponding to the solutions of
Zermelo’s problem, in particular the conformal solutions and the connections between background
Hermitian metric h, new Hermitian metric a and a resulting complex Randers metric F (see The-
orems 4.9 and 4.15). Furthermore, some necessary and sufficient conditions for obtained locally
projectively flat solutions are given (see Theorem 4.13 and Corollary 4.17). Our findings are also
illustrated with several examples.
2
2 Preliminaries
To begin with, we point out only the basic notions from complex Finsler geometry and then briefly
recall complex Randers metrics, for more information see [1, 17, 4, 10, 20]. Also, the main results
on projectively related complex Finsler metrics and locally projectively flat metrics are mentioned.
2.1 Basic notions and notations
Let M be an n-dimensional complex manifold and z = (zk)k=1,n be the complex coordinates in
a local chart. The complexified TCM of the real tangent bundle TRM splits into the sum of the
holomorphic tangent bundle T ′M and its conjugate T ′′M . The bundle T ′M, (pi : T ′M → M)
is itself a complex manifold and the local coordinates in a local chart will be denoted by µ =
(zk, ηk)k=1,n. These are changed into (z
′k, η′k)k=1,n by the rules z
′k = z′k(z) and η′k = ∂z
′k
∂zl
ηl. Also,
considering TR(T
′M), its complexified split as TC(T ′M) = T ′(T ′M) ⊕ T ′′(T ′M) and V (T ′M) =
kerpi∗ ⊂ T ′(T ′M) is the vertical sub-bundle. A natural local frame for T ′µ(T ′M) is { ∂∂zk , ∂˙k :=
∂
∂ηk
} and the Jacobi matrix of above transformations gives the changing rules for ∂˙k and ∂∂zk . A
complicate form of the change rule for ∂
∂zk
leads to the idea of complex nonlinear connection, which
refers to a complex sub-bundle HT ′M in T ′(T ′M) such that T ′(T ′M) = HT ′M ⊕ V T ′M , and
HµT
′M is locally spanned by an adapted frame {δk := ∂∂zk −N jk ∂˙j}, (and {δk, ∂˙k} on T ′µ(T ′M)),
where N jk(z, η) are local coefficients of a complex nonlinear connection. By complex conjugation
an adapted frame {δk¯, ∂˙k¯} for T ′′µ (T ′M) is also valid. For more details see [17].
A complex Finsler space is a pair (M,F ), where F : T ′M → R+ is a continuous function
satisfying the following conditions:
i) F is smooth on T ′M\0;
ii) F (z, η) ≥ 0, the equality holds if and only if η = 0;
iii) F (z, λη) = |λ|F (z, η) ∀ λ ∈ C;
iv) the Hermitian matrix
(
gij¯(z, η)
)
is positive definite, where gij¯ :=
∂2F 2
∂ηi∂η¯j
is the fundamen-
tal metric tensor. Equivalently, this means that the corresponding indicatrix (F -indricatrix) is
strongly pseudoconvex.
In complex Finsler geometry, Chern-Finsler complex nonlinear connection (with the local co-
efficients N ij := g
mi ∂glm
∂zj
ηl) is the main tool of study (cf. [1]), From now on, by δk we denote
the adapted frame with respect to it. Also, Chern-Finsler complex nonlinear connection induces a
complex spray S = ηk ∂
∂zk
−2Gk(z, η)∂˙k, where 2Gk = Nkj ηj . By a complex spray S the generalized
Berwald spaces are characterized, namely (M,F ) is generalized Berwald iff Gi are holomorphic
functions with respect to η, i.e. ∂˙h¯G
i = 0 (cf. [4, 6]).
In [1]’s terminology the complex Finsler space (M,F ) is Kähler iff T ijkη
j = 0 and weakly Kähler
iff gilT
i
jkη
jηl = 0, where T ijk := L
i
jk − Likj and Lijk = ∂˙jN ik. We notice that in the particular
case of the complex Finsler metrics which come from Hermitian metrics on M, so-called purely
Hermitian metrics in [17], i.e. gij = gij(z), both kinds of Kähler are the same. From now on, a
purely Hermitian metric will be called simply Hermitian metric.
A holomorphic curvature of a complex Finsler space is the analogue of a holomorphic sectional
curvature from Hermitian geometry [1]. Due to the result given in Lemma 2.1 of [6] the holomorphic
curvature of F in direction η can be expressed in terms of spray coefficients, that is
KF (z, η) := − 4
F 4
gkm¯
∂Gk
∂z¯h
η¯hη¯h, (1)
and it depends both on the position z ∈M and the direction η.
Two complex Finsler metrics F and F˜ on a common underlying manifold M are called con-
formal if and only if F˜ 2 = ρ(z)F 2 (equivalently, g˜ij¯ = ρ(z)gij¯), with a smooth, positive and real
valued function ρ(z), cf. [2]. If ρ = const., then F and F˜ will be called homothetic.
An important class of complex Finsler metrics is given by the complex Randers metrics.
Namely, considering z ∈ M, η ∈ T ′zM, η = ηi ∂∂zi , a := aij¯(z)dzi ⊗ dz¯j a Hermitian positive
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metric and b = bi(z)dz
i a differential (1, 0)-form in [8], a complex Randers metric is defined on
T ′M by F (z, η) := α(z, η) + |β(z, η)|, where α(z, η) := √aij¯(z)ηiη¯j , |β(z, η)| = √β(z, η)β(z, η)
and β(z, η) := bi(z)η
i. A strongly pseudoconvexity property is determined by ||b||2 ∈ (0, 1], where
||b||2 := aj¯ibibj¯.
2.2 Pojectively related complex Finsler metrics
Let γ : [0, 1] → M, γ(t) = (γk(t)) = (zk(t)), k = 1, n, with a real parameter t and dγk
dt
= ηk(t),
be a geodesic curve corresponding to the complex Finsler metric F on M. In local coordinates it
satisfies the equations (see [1], p. 101; [17]):
d2γk
dt2
+ 2Gk
(
γ(t),
dγ
dt
)
= θ∗k
(
γ(t),
dγ
dt
)
; k = 1, n, (2)
where θ∗k = gm¯kghp¯(L
p¯
j¯m¯
− Lp¯
m¯j¯
)ηhη¯j , with θ∗k = 0 in the weakly Kähler case. The length of the
geodesic curve γ is given by lF (γ(t)) :=
1∫
0
F
(
γ(t), dγ(t)
dt
)
dt.
Two complex Finsler metrics F and F˜ on a common underlying manifold M are called projec-
tively related if any complex geodesic curve, in [1]’ s sense, of the former is also complex geodesic
curve for the latter as point sets, and vice versa. This means that between the spray coefficients
Gi and G˜i there is a so-called projective change G˜i = Gi+Bi+Pηi, where P is a smooth function
on T ′M with complex values and Bi := 12 (θ˜
∗i − θ∗i). The exploration of the projective change
leads us to projective curvature invariants: three of Douglas type and two of Weyl type. Vanish-
ing the projective curvature invariants of Douglas type defines the complex Douglas spaces and a
projective curvature invariant of Weyl type characterizes the complex Berwald spaces, for more
details see [4]. Also, in [6] it is established that (M,F ) is a complex Berwald space if and only if
it is generalized Berwald space and weakly Kähler.
Corollary 2.1 [5] Let F be a generalized Berwald metric on the manifold M and F˜ another
complex Finsler metric on M. Then, F and F˜ are projectively related if and only if
∂˙r¯
(
δkF˜
)
ηk =
1
F˜
(
δkF˜
)
ηk
(
∂˙r¯F˜
)
; Br = − 1
F˜
θ∗l
(
∂˙lF˜
)
ηr ; P =
1
F˜
[(
δkF˜
)
ηk + θ∗i
(
∂˙iF˜
)]
,(3)
for any r = 1, n.Moreover, the projective change is G˜i = Gi+ 1
F˜
(δkF˜ )η
kηi and F˜ is also generalized
Berwald.
Notice that any complex Berwald space is a complex Douglas space and any Hermitian metric is
generalized Berwald and complex Douglas. A projective curvature invariant of Weyl type
W i
jk¯h
= Ki
jk¯h
− 1
n+ 1
(
Kk¯jδ
i
h +Kk¯hδ
i
j
)
(4)
corresponding to a complex Berwald metric F, whereKi
jk¯h
= −δk¯Lijh andKk¯h := Kiik¯h, is obtained
in [6]. If n = 1, then it is ever vanishing. For n ≥ 2 we have the following result
Theorem 2.2 [6] Let (M,F ) be a connected complex Berwald space of complex dimension n ≥ 2.
Then, W i
jk¯h
= 0 if and only if Km¯jk¯h =
KF
4 (gjk¯ghm¯ + ghk¯gjm¯), where Kr¯jk¯h := K
i
jk¯h
gir¯. In this
case, KF = c, where c is a constant on M and the space is either Hermitian with Kk¯j = c(n+1)4 gjk¯
or non Hermitian with c = 0 and Ki
jk¯h
= 0.
Let F˜ be a locally Minkowski complex Finsler metric on the underlying manifold M, i.e. in
any point of M there exist local charts in which the fundamental metric tensor g˜ij¯ depends only
on η. Thus, the spray coefficients G˜i and the functions θ˜∗i associated to F˜ vanish in such local
charts, and then the geodesic curves are straight lines. In [6] a complex Finsler metric, which is
projectively related to the locally Minkowski metric F˜ , is called locally projectively flat. The main
properties of a locally projectively flat metric stated in [6] are as follows
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Corollary 2.3 [6] Let (M,F ) be a complex Finsler space. If F is locally projectively flat, then it is
a complex Berwald metric with W i
jk¯h
= 0 and Gi = 1
F
∂F
∂zk
ηkηi. Moreover, if n ≥ 2, its holomorphic
curvature in direction η is constant, ever vanish if F is a non Hermitian metric.
Some refinements of the above results on locally projectively flat metrics can still be made. Indeed,
if F is a complex Berwald metric on domain D from Cn with Gi = 1
F
∂F
∂zk
ηkηi, then according to
Theorem 3.7 from [5], it is projectively related with standard Euclidean metric on D, and so it is
locally projectively flat. Conversely, if F is locally projectively flat, then by the last Corollary it
is complex Berwald and Gi = 1
F
∂F
∂zk
ηkηi. So, we can thus summarize
Theorem 2.4 Let F be a complex Finsler metric on domain D from Cn. Then, F is locally
projectively flat if and only if it is complex Berwald and Gi = 1
F
∂F
∂zk
ηkηi.
3 Towards generalization
Let M be an n-dimensional complex manifold and z ∈ M the base point of the tangent vectors
η ∈ T ′zM, η = ηi ∂∂zi . Considering the background Hermitian metric h := hij¯(z)dzi⊗dz¯j onM , the
norm of η is ||η||h :=
√
h(η, η¯) =
√
hij¯(z)η
iη¯j and it means the necessary time trajectory of a ship
sailing on a sea represented by Hermitian manifold (M,h), with the presence of a wind determined
by a tangent vector field W ∈ T ′zM, W = W i ∂∂zi . From this point of view the pair (h,W ) will be
called navigation data (or Zermelo structure) and, setting a spatial function ||u(z)||h on M , by
(h, ||u||h,W ) we mean generalized navigation data (or generalized Zermelo structure).
3.1 Formula for modified Minkowski complex norm F
In contrast to [3] we do not start with the fact ||u||h =
√
h(u, u¯) = 1 = const. So far W indicated
the mild breeze with ||W ||h ∈ [0, 1). Now, we introduce the new assumption ||u||h ∈ (||W ||h, 1].
Both wind and ship’s own speed are space-dependent. In what follows we assume that v = u+W
instead of v = u−W which was used in [3]. Therefore, into h(u, u¯) we substitute u = v−W . Then
Reh(v, W¯ ) = ||v||h||W ||h cos θ, where θ ≡ ∡{v,W} and
f(z) =: ||u||h =
√
h(u, u¯) =
√
h(v −W, v¯ − W¯ ) = ||v −W ||h =
√
||v||2h − 2Reh(v, W¯ ) + ||W ||2h,
where f : M → (||W ||h, 1] is a smooth, positive, real valued function which depends on z and so, on
z¯. Denoting ε˜ = ||u||2h− ||W ||2h we thus get ||v||2h− 2||v||h||W ||h cos θ− ε˜ = 0. Since ||W ||h < ||u||h
the resultant v is always positive, hence ||v||h > 0. Solving the resulting quadratic equation and
choosing the root that guarantees positivity yield
||v||2h = Reh(v, W¯ ) +
√
[Reh(v, W¯ )]2 + ε˜||v||2h. (5)
Since F (z, v) = 1, we see that
F (z, v) =
||v||2h
||v||2h
= ||v||2h
q − p
q2 − p2 =
√
[Reh(v, W¯ )]2 + ||v||2hε˜−Reh(v, W¯ )
ε˜
, (6)
where q :=
√
[Reh(v, W¯ )]2 + ||v||2hε˜ and p :=Reh(v, W¯ ).
Remark 3.1 If W 6= 0, i.e. ||W ||h ∈ (0, 1), then we can consider ϕ = arg h(v, W¯ ). Thus,
Reh(v, W¯ ) = |h(v, W¯ )| cosϕ and the above relation can be given as follows
F (z, v) =
√[|h(v, W¯ )| cosϕ]2 + ||v||2hε˜−|h(v, W¯ )| cosϕ
ε˜
, (7)
where ϕ = ϕ(z).
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Next, we need to deduce F (z, η) for an arbitrary η ∈ T ′M . Every non-zero η is expressible as a
complex multiple λ ∈ C of some v with F (z, v) = 1. We consider ϕ which is constant. This implies
that F is homogeneous, that is F (z, η) = F (z, λv) = |λ|F (z, v) = |λ|. Using this homogeneity
with the assumption that ϕ is a constant angle and the formula derived for F (z, v) the result is
F (z, η) =
√
[Reh(η, W¯ )]2 + ||η||2h(||u||2h − ||W ||2h)
||u||2h − ||W ||2h
− [Reh(η, W¯ )]||u||2h − ||W ||2h
. (8)
Also, in our approach the case with the absence of a wind, i.e., W = 0 is not neglected. Then the
solution (8) to the Zermelo navigation problem becomes F (z, η) = 1||u||h ||η||h. Therefore, when a
wind vanishes the resulting purely Hermitian metric is conformal to the background metric h. It
is clear that for ||u||h = 1 the solution is given by F (z, η) = ||η||h =
√
hij¯η
iη¯j .
Now, if W 6= 0, i.e., ||W ||h ∈ (0, 1) then we obtain
F (z, η) =
√
|h(η, W¯ )|2 cos2 ϕ+ ||η||2h(||u||2h − ||W ||2h)
||u||2h − ||W ||2h
−|h(η, W¯ )| cosϕ||u||2h − ||W ||2h
. (9)
Let ||W ||h ∈ (0, 1) and ϕ be a constant angle such that cosϕ < 0. The metric (9) is of complex
Randers type. By hypothesis, ||W ||h < ||u||h, hence ε˜ > 0. Thus, the formula for F (z, η) is
positive whenever η 6= 0 and F (z, 0) = 0. Also, F is complex homogeneous with respect to η,
F (z, λη) = |λ|F (z, η), where λ ∈ C and smooth on T ′M \ 0. The resulting complex Randers
metric is composed of the modified new Hermitian metric and (1, 0)-form in comparison to the
analogous terms for the case of constant unit ship’s speed through the water investigated in [3].
Likewise, if ϕ is a constant angle such that cosϕ > 0 then (9) stands for complex (α, β)- functions,
i.e. F = α − |β|, however they are not of complex Randers type but under some additional
assumptions, they can be complex Finsler metrics.
Remark 3.2 The complex homogeneity of (9) is conditioned by the demand for the angle ϕ to be
constant. Without this additional condition, that is ϕ depends on z, the resulting metric (9) is only
real positive homogeneous, i.e. F (z, cη) = cF (z, η), where c ∈ R+. Hence, it cannot be a complex
Finsler metric. Indeed, if η = cv then arg h(η, W¯ ) = arg h(cv, W¯ ) = arg c h(v, W¯ ) = arg h(v, W¯ )
for any c ∈ R+.
Further on, we pay more attention to two particular values of cosϕ, namely cosϕ = 0 and
cosϕ = −1, with W 6= 0. The condition cosϕ = 0 implies that Reh(v, W¯ ) = 0 and so, cos θ =
Reh(v,W¯ )
||v||h||W ||h = 0. This means that v and W are orthogonal. Conversely, if v and W are orthogonal
then Reh(v, W¯ ) = 0. We thus get Reh(v, W¯ ) =
∣∣h(v, W¯ )∣∣ cosϕ = 0,what gives cosϕ = 0. So, we
have proved
Corollary 3.3 cosϕ = 0 if and only if v and W are orthogonal.
Therefore, if v and W are orthogonal then the solution (9) is a purely Hermitian metric
F (z, η) =
1√
||u||2h − ||W ||2h
||η||h = 1√||u||2h − ||W ||2h
√
hij¯η
iη¯j , (10)
which is conformal to the background Hermitian metric h. Then 1√||u||2
h
−||W ||2
h
depends on z and
plays the role of a conformal factor. Thus, gij¯(z, η) := aij¯(z) =
1
ε˜
hij¯(z). A necessary and sufficient
condition for cosϕ = −1 can be formulated as follows
Corollary 3.4 cosϕ = −1 if and only if h(v, W¯ ) is negative real valued, i.e. h(v, W¯ ) < 0.
Proof. We have h(v, W¯ ) = ρ( cosϕ + i sinϕ), where ρ :=
∣∣h(v, W¯ )∣∣ > 0. If cosϕ = −1 then
sinϕ = 0 and h(v, W¯ ) = −ρ which is negatively real valued. Conversely, if h(v, W¯ ) is negatively
real valued then ϕ = arg h(η, W¯ ) = pi and so, cosϕ = −1.
Remark 3.5 Collinearity of the tangent vectors v and W implies cosϕ = −1 but the converse is
not true (see example in [3] with the setting v = u+W ).
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3.2 Modified Hermitian metric and (1, 0)-form
The resulting complex Randers metric F can also be presented in the form F = α + |β| as the
sum of two components. Explicitly,
• the first term is the norm of η with respect to a new Hermitian metric a
α(z, η) =
√
aij¯(z)η
iη¯j , where aij¯ =
hij¯
ε˜
+
Wi
ε˜
W¯j
ε˜
cos2 ϕ, (11)
• the second term is the value on η of a differential (1, 0)-form b
|β(z, η)| =
√
β(z, η)β(z, η), β(z, η) = bi(z)η
i, where bi = −Wi
ε˜
cosϕ, (12)
where Wi = hij¯W¯
j and ε˜ = ||u(z)||2h −W iWi = ||u(z)||2h − h(W, W¯ ) = ||u||2h − ||W ||2h.
The inverse of aij¯(z) from (11) is a
j¯i = ε˜
(
hj¯i − cos2 ϕ||u||2
h
−||W ||2
h
sin2 ϕ
W iW¯ j
)
and so,
bi := aj¯ibj¯ = ε˜
(
hj¯i − cos2 ϕ||u||2
h
−||W ||2
h
sin2 ϕ
W iW¯ j
)(
−Wj¯ cosϕ
ε˜
)
= −ε˜ cosϕ||u||2
h
−||W ||2
h
sin2 ϕ
W i,
||b||2 := bibi = ||W ||
2
h cos
2 ϕ
||u||2
h
−||W ||2
h
sin2 ϕ
< 1, because 0 < ||W ||h < ||u||h ≤ 1. This guarantees the
strongly pseudoconvexity of the function F (z, η) from (9) on F -indicatrix. It means that the
fundamental tensor gij¯ = ∂˙i∂˙j¯F
2 is positive definite. Taking into account the above notations,
we can summarize the obtained solutions of the generalized Zermelo navigation problem (briefly,
generalized ZNP) in the following way
Proposition 3.6 Let (M,h) be a Hermitian manifold. Generalized navigation data (h, ||u||h,W ),
with ||W ||h ∈ [0, 1), ||u||h ∈ (||W ||h, 1] induce on the holomorphic tangent bundle T ′M the follow-
ing
i) If ||W ||h ∈ (0, 1) and ϕ is a constant angle such that cosϕ < 0, then the solution of
generalized ZNP is the complex Randers metric F (z, η) = α+ |β|.
ii) If ||W ||h ∈ (0, 1) and cosϕ = 0, then the solution of generalized ZNP is the Hermitian
metric (10) which is conformal to h and aij¯ =
1
ε˜
hij¯ .
iii) If W = 0, then the solution of generalized ZNP is the Hermitian metric F (z, η) =
1
||u(z)||h
√
hij¯η
iη¯j , which is conformal to h and aij¯ =
1
||u||2
h
hij¯ .
For ||u||h = 1 the formulae (11) and (12) lead to the Hermitian metric a and (1, 0)-form b, with
ε = 1 − ||W ||2h ≥ ε˜ according to [3], respectively, in the case of the original Zermelo navigation
problem on Hermitian manifolds (M,h), under a mild perturbation with ||W ||h < 1. In this
case, if W vanishes then, due to iii), F (z, η) =
√
hij¯η
iη¯j and so the time-minimal solutions are
represented by the geodesics of h, (h-geodesics) which coincide with F -geodesics as point sets and
lengths (h-length is the same as F -length, formally we can write F = h).
Also, Proposition 3.6 gives some extensions and refinements of the previous results in the
standard setting (cf. [3]). In other words we can say that in the new modified scenario with the
presence of W and with ||u(z)||h ∈ (||W ||h, 1) the time-efficient paths are the geodesics of the
solution F of ZNP obtained in i) or ii). As we shall see in the next section, with some additional
assumptions h-geodesics and F -geodesics can be the same as point sets, i.e. projectively related,
however their corresponding h-length and F -length are different. In interpreting we can say that
a ship traces the same route in the presence and absence of a wind, but her resulting speed
differs. Without a perturbation (W = 0) the geodesics of the background Hermitian metric h
are not necessarily the solutions to the problem as it is in the standard case with ||u||h = 1. The
difference is made by the influence of the new factor ||u(z)||h which now becomes a spatial function
of z and the resulting Hermitian metric is conformal to the background metric h, but F 6= h for
||u(z)||h 6= 1. Since gij¯ = 1||u(z)||2
h
hij¯ ,
1
||u(z)||2
h
plays the role of a conformal factor.
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Next, we focus on the implications ii) and iii) from the above Proposition. By generalized Zer-
melo navigation both of them produce Hermitian metrics which are conformal to the background
metric h, however with different conformal factors. So, it is natural to ask whether we can obtain
any Hermitian metric F which is conformal to h as a solution to generalized ZNP. The answer
comes below
Corollary 3.7 Let F be Hermitian metric which is conformal to background Hermitian metric
h, i.e. F (z, η) = ρ(z)||η||h, with a smooth, positive and real valued function ρ(z). Then F is a
solution of generalized ZNP if and only if either ρ(z) = 1√
ε˜
and cosϕ = 0 or ρ(z) = 1||u||h and
W = 0.
Proof. If F (z, η) = ρ(z)||η||h stands for a solution of generalized ZNP, then according to
formula (8) we have√
[Reh(η, W¯ )]2 + ||η||2h(||u||2h − ||W ||2h)
||u||2h − ||W ||2h
−ρ(z)||η||h − [Reh(η, W¯ )]||u||2h − ||W ||2h
= 0
which contains an irrational part and a rational one. We can deduce that Reh(η, W¯ ) = 0 and[
1√
||u||2
h
−||W ||2
h
−ρ(z)
]
||η||h = 0. The first relation implies that either cosϕ = 0 with W 6= 0 or
W = 0. These together with the second relation lead to either ρ(z) = 1√
ε˜
or ρ(z) = 1||u||h . The
converse results come by Proposition 3.6.
The perturbation of a Hermitian metric h by a vector fieldW with the introduction of a spatial
function ||u(z)||h, where 0 < ||W ||h < ||u||h ≤ 1, i.e. generalized navigation data (h, ||u||h,W ),
and the additional assumption cosϕ = −1 generate strongly pseudoconvex Randers metrics. An
inverse problem asks if every complex Randers metric F (z, η) = α+ |β| can be realized through the
perturbation of some Hermitian metric h by some vector fieldW satisfying 0 < h(W, W¯ ) < h(u, u¯)
and taking into account f(z) := ||u(z)||h. It can be checked by constructing h and rescaled wind W˜
that perturbing the above h by the stipulated W˜ gives back the complex Randers metric we started
with. For clarity we give the proof, although it is likewise the standard formulation of the complex
ZNP, however we include some refinements. Considering the complex metric F (z, η) = α + |β| ,
with α =
√
aij¯(z)η
iη¯j , β = bi(z)η
i, bi := aj¯ibj¯ , ||b||2 := bibi < 1 and ω˜ := f2(z)(1 − ||b||2), we
construct h and W in the following manner
hij¯(z) = ω˜(aij¯ − bibj¯); ||u(z)|| = f(z); W i(z) =
f2(z)bi
ω˜
. (13)
By straightforward computations we obtain ||W ||2h := hij¯W iW¯ j = ω˜(aij¯ − bibj¯) f
2(z)bi
ω˜
f2(z)b¯j
ω˜
=
f2(z)||b||2. Therefore, from ||W ||h = f(z)||b|| with ||b|| < 1 we obtain ||W ||h < f(z), since ||b|| =
||W ||h
f(z) < 1. Hence, ε˜ = ||u||2h − ||W ||2h = f2(z) − f2(z)||b||2 = ω˜ and Wi := hij¯W¯ j = ω˜(aij¯ −
bibj¯)
f2(z)b¯j
ω˜
= f2(z)bi(1 − ||b||2) = ω˜bi. Thus, h(η, W¯ ) = hij¯ηiW¯ j = Wiηi = ω˜β. Due to (9), the
generalized navigation data (h, ||u||h,W ) from (13) lead to the function
F˜ = α˜+ |β˜| =
√
α2 − |β|2 sin2 ϕ− |β| cosϕ
with α˜(z, η) =
√
a˜ij¯(z)η
iη¯j , β˜(z, η) = b˜i(z)η
i, where b˜i = bi cosϕ and a˜ij¯(z) = aij¯ − (1 −
cos2 ϕ)bibj¯ . The obtained function F˜ is complex homogeneous with respect to η if and only if ϕ is
a constant angle. Thus, we consider the following cases:
Case I. F˜ = F if and only if cosϕ = −1, i.e. by (13) we obtain the same complex Randers metric.
Case II. F˜ = 1√
ε˜
h, where h :=
√
hij¯η
iη¯j , if and only if cosϕ = 0. So, by (13) we obtain the
Hermitian metric a˜ij¯(z) = aij¯ − bibj¯ = 1ε˜hij¯ if and only if cosϕ = 0.
Notice that if ϕ is a constant angle such that cosϕ 6= 0,−1, then F˜ < F and, under additional
assumption the function F˜ can be (α, β)-complex Finsler function. Summarizing, we obtain
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Theorem 3.8 i) A complex Finsler metric F is of complex Randers type, i.e., it has the form
F (z, η) = α + |β|, if and only if it solves the generalized Zermelo navigation problem on some
Hermitian manifold (M,h), with a variable in space ship’s speed ||u||h, under the influence of a
wind W which satisfy 0 < ||W ||h < ||u||h ≤ 1 and cosϕ = −1.
ii) A complex Finsler metric F is Hermitian conformal to h if and only if it solves the gener-
alized Zermelo navigation problem on some Hermitian manifold (M,h), with a variable in space
ship’s speed ||u||h, under the influence of a wind W which satisfy either 0 < ||W ||h < ||u||h ≤ 1
and cosϕ = 0 or W = 0. Also, F is Hermitian homothetic to h if and only if either cosϕ = 0 and
ε˜ = ||u||2h − ||W ||2h = const. or W = 0 and ||u||h = const.
We can ask whether decreasing a ship’s own speed ||u||h under fixed wind field W will cause
the same effect on the time-minimal path as increasing the wind "force" with ||u||h = 1 and
maintaining the same relation ||W ||h||u||h . Since 0 < ||u||h < 1 the decrease of a ship’s velocity
introduces a larger effective wind. We have a straightforward correspondence with the standard
setting, (i.e. with ||u||h = 1). Indeed, having already solved generalized ZNP and replacing W i
with the normalized wind W˜ i = 1||u(z)||hW
i, where W 6= 0 and ui with u˜i = 1||u(z)||hui in the
generalized approach, we obtain α˜ = ||u(z)||hα and |β˜| = ||u(z)||h|β|, where the formulae for α˜
and |β˜| are then the same as given in [3].
4 Geodesics corresponding to solutions of Zermelo’s problem
We aim to find some connections among geodesic curves corresponding to the metrics h, a and F
when a solution to ZNP is a complex Randers metric F , i.e. cosϕ = −1, and then when a solution
F is conformal to h, i.e. W = 0 or W 6= 0 and cosϕ = 0.
4.1 Complex Randers metrics as the solutions to Zermelo’s problem
The study of complex Randers metrics was developed in several papers (cf. [4, 5, 4, 6]), giving
some applications of the general theories regarding to generalized Berwald spaces (cf. [4, 6]),
complex Douglas spaces and projectively related complex Finsler metrics (cf. [5, 4]). With these
in mind, further on we come with some new results from point of view of generalized ZNP.
4.1.1 Connection between a and F
Let F = α + |β| be a complex Randers metric, with α(z, η) = √aij¯(z)ηiη¯j and β(z, η) = bi(z)ηi.
First, we show some results which show connections between the metrics a and F. For the metric
F the spray coefficients are expressed as
Gi =
a
Gi +
1
2γ
(
lr¯
∂br¯
∂zj
− β
2
|β|2
∂br¯
∂zj
η¯r
)
ξiηj +
β
4|β|k
ri ∂br¯
∂zj
ηj , (14)
where
a
Gi = 12
a
N ijη
j are the spray coefficients of the Hermitian metric a and γ := L+α2(||b||2− 1),
ξi := βηi + α2bi, kr¯i := 2αaj¯i + 2(α||b||
2+2|β|)
γ
ηiη¯r − 2α3
γ
bib¯r − 2α
γ
(βηibr¯ + βbiη¯r), bi := aj¯ibj¯ ,
||b||2 := aj¯ibibj¯.
A necessary and sufficient condition that a connected complex Randers space to be generalized
Berwald is A = 0, where A := (βlr¯
∂br¯
∂zj
+ β ∂br¯
∂zj
η¯r)ηj = (
a
δk|β|2)ηk,
a
δk = ∂k −
a
N ik∂˙i and lr¯ :=
alr¯η
l, ([4]). Moreover, for such spaces the formula (14) is reduced to Gi =
a
Gi. Based on this,
by a straightforward computation the holomorphic curvature in direction η corresponding to a
generalized Berwald complex Randers metric F can be written as
KF (z, η) = α
3
F 3
Ka(z, η)− 4β
F 3|β|
∂
a
Gl
∂z¯m
blη¯
m, (15)
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where Ka(z, η) is the holomorphic curvature in direction η which corresponds to a. Also, under
assumption of generalized Berwald, another link between geometric objects
a
θ∗i and θ∗i, corre-
sponding to a and F, respectively is stated by
θ∗i =
a
θ∗i +
1
γ
Γlr¯m¯η
lη¯rbm¯ξi − αβ|β|
(
Γlr¯m¯b
lη¯r + 2Ωm¯
)(
h˜m¯i − β
γ
bm¯ηi
)
, (16)
where
a
θ∗i = −Γlr¯m¯am¯iηlη¯r, Γlr¯m¯ := ∂alm¯∂z¯r −∂alr¯∂z¯m , Ωm¯ :=
a
N s¯m¯bs¯ − ∂br¯∂z¯m η¯r − β
2
|β|2
∂bl
∂z¯m
ηl and h˜m¯i :=
am¯i − α2
γ
bm¯bi.
Theorem 4.1 [4] Let (M,F ) be a connected complex Randers space. Then, the following asser-
tions are equivalent: i) (M,F ) is a complex Douglas space; ii) A = 0 and θ∗i =
a
θ∗i; iii) a and F
are projectively related.
According to [4], if the complex Randers space (M,F ) is a complex Douglas, thenΩm¯ = − 12Γlr¯m¯blη¯r,
Ωm¯b
m¯ = 0 and Γlr¯m¯b
m¯ = 0. Also, in addition if a is Kähler, then (M,F ) is a complex Berwald space
and N ij =
a
N ij . Conversely, if it is a complex Berwald space, then by (16), a is Kähler. Moreover, if
the complex Randers metric is complex Berwald, one sees immediately that Ki
jk¯h
=
a
Ki
jk¯h
. Then
by (4), W i
jk¯h
=
a
W i
jk¯h
, where
a
W i
jk¯h
is projective curvature invariant of Weyl type corresponding to
a.
Now, taking into account Theorem 2.2, another necessary and sufficient condition for local
projective flatness can be provided.
Proposition 4.2 Let F be a complex Randers metric on domain D from Cn. F is locally projec-
tively flat if and only if a and F are projectively related and a is locally projectively flat. Moreover,
any of these assertions implies KF = Ka = 0.
Proof. If F is locally projectively flat, then it is projectively related with standard Euclidean
metric on D, and according to Theorem 4.4 from [5] it results the local projective flatness for a
and then the projectively related property for a and F. Conversely, if a is locally projectively flat,
then it is Kähler. This together with the projectively related property for a and F give that F is
complex Berwald. Now, apllying again Theorem 4.4 from [5] gives the local projective flatness for
F . Moreover, since W i
jk¯h
=
a
W i
jk¯h
= 0 and Ki
jk¯h
=
a
Ki
jk¯h
= 0, we also obtain KF = Ka = 0.
4.1.2 Connection between a and h
In order to establish when h and F are projectively related, that is they have the same geodesics
as point sets, it is necessary to find some links between a and h, in terms of generalized navigation
data (h, ||u(z)||h,W ), the Hermitian metric a being only an intermediary on the way to the complex
Randers solution F. Thus, starting with the relations between the Hermitian metrics a and h
aij¯ =
hij¯
ε˜
+
Wi
ε˜
W¯j
ε˜
, bi =
Wi
ε˜
, Wi = hij¯W¯
j ; (17)
aj¯i = ε˜hj¯i − ε˜||u||2h
W iW¯ j , ε˜ = ||u||2h − ||W ||2h = f2(1− ||b||2);
bi : = aj¯ibj¯ =
ε˜
||u||2h
W i = (1− ||b||2)W i, ||b||2 := bibi = ||W ||
2
h
||u||2h
;
h : = ||η||h =
√
hij¯η
iη¯j = ε˜(α2 − |β|2), a := ||η||a =
√
aij¯η
iη¯j ,
after a straightforward computation, we are lead to
a
Gi =
h
Gi− 1
2ε˜
∂ε˜
∂zj
ηjηi+
1
2ε˜
W0h
m¯i ∂Wm¯
∂zj
ηj +
1
2ε˜f2
∂W¯m
∂zj
(
ε˜h0m¯ +W0Wm¯ −W0 ∂f
2
∂zj
)
ηjW i, (18)
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where the index 0means the contraction by η. In terms of generalized navigation data (h, ||u||h,W ),
F is generalized Berwald, (i.e. (
a
δk|β|2)ηk = 0), if and only if(
W0
∂W0¯
∂zj
+W0¯
∂W0
∂zj
)
ηj = 2
( a
GlWlW0¯ +
1
ε˜
∂ε˜
∂zj
ηj
)
, (19)
rewritten in an equivalent form as
ε˜h0m¯W0¯
∂W¯m
∂zj
ηj = W0
(
W0¯
∂f2
∂zj
−W0¯Wm¯
∂W¯m
∂zj
− f2 ∂W0¯
∂zj
)
ηj . (20)
Corollary 4.3 The complex Randers solution F of generalized ZNP is generalized Berwald if and
only if
a
Gi =
h
Gi − 1
2ε˜
∂ε˜
∂zj
ηjηi. (21)
Proof. For the direct implication we start with formula (20), which differentiated with respect
to η¯s and next contracted by W¯ s gives
ε˜h0m¯
∂W¯m
∂zj
ηj = W0
(
∂f2
∂zj
−Wm¯ ∂W¯
m
∂zj
− f
2
||W ||2h
∂Wm¯
∂zj
W¯m
)
ηj . (22)
Now, the last relation substituted into formula (20) implies ∂Wm¯
∂zj
(η¯m − 1||W ||2
h
W0¯W¯
m)ηj = 0. By
differentiation with respect to η¯s and then with ηk, we deduce that ∂Wm¯
∂zj
= 1||W ||2
h
∂Ws¯
∂zj
W¯ sWm¯.
Substitution of the last relation and (22) in (18) yields (21). Conversely, if
a
Gi =
h
Gi − 12ε˜ ∂ε˜∂zj ηjηi
then the formula (18) is
W0h
m¯i ∂Wm¯
∂zj
ηj +
1
f2
∂W¯m
∂zj
(
ε˜h0m¯ +W0Wm¯ −W0 ∂f
2
∂zj
)
ηjW i = 0,
which contracted with hi0¯ gives (20). Hence, F is generalized Berwald.
Also, under generalized Berwald assumption for the complex Randers solution F of ZNP, some
computation give the connection between holomorphic curvature in direction η, corresponding to
h and a:
Kh(z, η) = ε˜α
4
h4
Ka(z, η) + 4
ε˜h4
W0¯Wl
∂
a
Gl
∂z¯m
η¯m − 2
ε˜h2
(
∂ε˜
∂z¯m
∂ε˜
∂zj
− ∂
2ε˜
∂z¯m∂zj
)
ηj η¯m, (23)
and taking into account (15), we have the connection between holomorphic curvature in direction
η, corresponding to h, a and F :
KF (z, η) = 1
F 2
√
W0W0¯
[
ε˜α3Ka(z, η)− h
4
F
Kh(z, η) + 2h
2
ε˜F
(
1
ε˜
∂ε˜
∂z¯m
∂ε˜
∂zj
− ∂
2ε˜
∂z¯m∂zj
)
ηj η¯m
]
. (24)
Under assumption (21), by computation we obtain
h
θ∗i =
a
θ∗i − 1
ε˜
∂ε˜
∂z¯m
η¯mηi − ε˜
f2
Γ00¯m¯W¯
mW i +
[
1
ε˜
∂ε˜
∂z¯m
h00¯ +W0
(
ε˜
f2
Γl0¯m¯W
l + 2Ωm¯
)]
hm¯i. (25)
Corollary 4.4 The complex Randers solution F of generalized ZNP is Douglas if and only if
h
Gi =
a
Gi +
1
2ε˜
∂ε˜
∂zj
ηjηi;
h
θ∗i =
a
θ∗i +
1
ε˜
∂ε˜
∂z¯m
(
h00¯h
m¯i − η¯mηi) . (26)
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Proof. If F is complex Douglas, then we have (21) and Ωm¯ = − ε˜2f2Γlr¯m¯W lη¯r, Ωm¯W m¯ = 0
and Γlr¯m¯W
m¯ = 0. Substituting these in (25) we obtain (26). Conversely, the relations (26) imply
the generalized Berwald property for F and W0(
ε˜
f2
Γl0¯m¯W
l + 2Ωm¯)]h
m¯i = ε˜
f2
Γ00¯m¯W¯
mW i, which
by contraction with hi0¯, it gives Γ00¯m¯W¯
m = 0 and then, Γlr¯m¯W
m¯ = 0, Ωm¯ = − ε˜2f2Γlr¯m¯W lη¯r and
Ωm¯W
m¯ = 0. These give θ∗i =
a
θ∗i and so, F is Douglas.
Theorem 4.5 Let (M,h) be a Hermitian manifold. If the complex Randers solution F of gen-
eralized ZNP is generalized Berwald, then h and a are projectively related if and only
h
θ∗i =
a
θ∗i.
Moreover, any of these assertions implies Γls¯m¯W¯m = 0, Ωm¯W¯m = 12ε˜
∂ε˜
∂z¯m
η¯m and ∂ε˜
∂z¯m
W¯m = 0.
Proof. According to Corollary 2.1, if h and a are projectively related then
∂˙r¯(
a
δkh)η
k =
1
h
(
a
δkh)η
k(∂˙r¯h) ; B
i = − 1
h
a
θ∗k(∂˙kh)ηi ; P =
1
h
[
(
a
δkh)η
k +
a
θ∗k(∂˙kh)
]
, (27)
and the projective change is
h
Gi =
a
Gi+ 1
h
(
a
δkh)η
kηi , where h :=
√
h00¯. Under generalized Berwald
assumption we have (
a
δkh)η
k = h2ε˜
∂ε˜
∂zk
ηk, (∂˙r¯h) =
ε˜
2h (lr¯ − βbr¯), and then ∂˙r¯(
a
δkh)η
k = 14h (lr¯ −
βbr¯)
∂ε˜
∂zk
ηk. Thus, the first relation from (27) is fulfilled and
h
θ∗i =
a
θ∗i − ε˜
f2h00¯
W0¯Γ00¯m¯W¯
mηi, with
P = 12ε˜
∂ε˜
∂zk
ηk + ε˜W0¯2f2h00¯
Γ00¯m¯W¯
m. Now, taking into account (25) it results that T i = 0, where
T i := ε˜
f2
Γ00¯m¯W¯
m( 1
h00¯
W0¯η
i −W i)− 1
ε˜
∂ε˜
∂z¯m
η¯mηi + [ 1
ε˜
∂ε˜
∂z¯m
h00¯ +W0(
ε˜
f2
Γl0¯m¯W
l + 2Ωm¯)]h
m¯i. Hence,
T iWi = 0 and [∂˙k(T
iWi)]W
k = 0 and also, − 1
h00¯
W0¯(T
iWi) + [∂˙k(T
iWi)]W
k = 0 which gives(
ε˜
f2h00¯
W0¯Γ00¯m¯ +Ωm¯
)
W¯m =
1
2ε˜
∂ε˜
∂z¯m
η¯m, (28)
because α2||b||2 6= |β|2 and (∂˙kΩm¯)W k = 0. Two successive differentiations with respect to ηl
and η¯r in (28), followed by the contraction with W lW¯ r imply Γ00¯m¯W¯
m = 0, and then
h
θ∗i =
a
θ∗i and Γls¯m¯W¯m = 0. Plugging this into (28), we obtain Ωm¯W¯m = 12ε˜
∂ε˜
∂z¯m
η¯m and then, using
again T iWi = 0 it results that
∂ε˜
∂z¯m
W¯m = 0. Conversely, if
h
θ∗i =
a
θ∗i then, by default as (25)
Si = 0, where Si := − 1
ε˜
∂ε˜
∂z¯m
η¯mηi − ε˜
f2
Γ00¯m¯W¯
mW i + [ 1
ε˜
∂ε˜
∂z¯m
h00¯ + W0(
ε˜
f2
Γl0¯m¯W
l + 2Ωm¯)]h
m¯i.
Hence SiWi = 0 and [∂˙k(S
iWi)]W
k = 0 which lead to Ωm¯W¯
m = 12ε˜
∂ε˜
∂z¯m
η¯m, ∂ε˜
∂z¯m
W¯m = 0 and
Γks¯m¯W¯
m = 1||W ||2
h
WkΓl0¯m¯W
lW¯m. Substituting all these terms in Si = 0, we are thus led to the
relation which contracted to hi0¯ gives Γks¯m¯W¯
m = 0. Thus, the conditions (27) are fulfilled and
then h and a are projectively related.
The above theorem allows us to prove the following
Corollary 4.6 Let (M,h) be a Hermitian manifold. If the complex Randers solution F of gen-
eralized ZNP is generalized Berwald and h and a are projectively related, then h is Kähler if and
only if a is Kähler.
Corollary 4.7 Let (M,h) be a Hermitian manifold of complex dimension n = 2. If the complex
Randers solution F of generalized ZNP is generalized Berwald and h and a are projectively related,
then h and a are Kähler.
Proof. Under our assumptions, we have Γls¯m¯W¯
m = 0 which can be rewritten as Γls¯1¯W¯
1 +
Γls¯2¯W¯
2 = 0, with l, s = 1, 2. Since Γlm¯m¯ = 0 and Γl2¯1¯ = −Γl1¯2¯, l,m = 1, 2, the last condition is
reduced to Γl1¯2¯W¯
1 = 0 and Γl1¯2¯W¯
2 = 0. These give Γl1¯2¯ because at least one of the coefficients
W¯m is nonzero. This means that the metric a is Kähler. Hence,
h
θ∗i =
a
θ∗i = 0, i.e. h is also
Kähler.
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Theorem 4.8 Let (M,h) be a Hermitian manifold. If the complex Randers solution F to gener-
alized ZNP is generalized Berwald and h and a are projectively related, then F is complex Douglas
if and only if ε˜ = const.
Proof. If F is complex Douglas then Ωm¯W¯
m = 0 and by Theorem 4.5, it results ∂ε˜
∂z¯m
η¯m = 0
and so ∂ε˜
∂z¯m
= 0, i.e. ε˜ = const. Conversely, if ε˜ = const. our assumptions and (25) lead to
Ωm¯ = − ε˜2f2Γlr¯m¯W lη¯r. Also, by Theorem 4.5 we have Γlr¯m¯W m¯ = 0 and Ωm¯W m¯ = 0 which imply
θ∗i =
a
θ∗i, namely F is Douglas.
Theorem 4.9 Let (M,h) be a Hermitian manifold of complex dimension n ≥ 2. If a and the
complex Randers solution F of generalized ZNP are projectively related, then h and F are projec-
tively related if and only if ε˜ = const. Moreover, any of these assertions implies
h
Gi = Gi,
h
θ∗i = θ∗i
and
KF (z, η) = 1
F 2
√
W0W0¯
[
ε˜α3Ka(z, η)− h
4
F
Kh(z, η)
]
. (29)
Proof. We suppose that h and F are projectively related. Since F is complex Douglas,
Corollary 2.1 and the second formula in (26) yield ∂ε˜
∂z¯m
(
h00¯h
m¯i − η¯mηi) = 0. Two successive
differentiations with respect to ηk and η¯s give ∂ε˜
∂z¯m
(
hks¯h
m¯i − δm¯s¯ δik
)
= 0. Also, the contraction
with hs¯l leads to ∂ε˜
∂z¯m
(
δlkh
m¯i − hm¯lδik
)
= 0 and setting l = k results (n − 1)hm¯i ∂ε˜
∂z¯m
= 0. Thus,
we have (n − 1) ∂ε˜
∂z¯r
= 0 what gives that ε˜ = const., so
h
Gi = Gi and
h
θ∗i = θ∗i. Conversely, if
ε˜ = const., under complex Douglas assumption for F, by (26) we get
h
Gi = Giand
h
θ∗i = θ∗i. Thus,
by Corollary 2.1, h and F are projectively related. Also, since ε˜ = const., the formula (24) is
reduced to (29).
Remark 4.10 Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.9, by the formula (29), we summarize:
i) If Kh(z, η) = 0 then KF (z, η) = ε˜α3
F 2
√
W0W0¯
Ka(z, η); ii) If Kh(z, η) > 0, then KF (z, η) <
ε˜α3
F 2
√
W0W0¯
Ka(z, η) and iii) If Kh(z, η) < 0, then KF (z, η) > ε˜α3
F 2
√
W0W0¯
Ka(z, η).
Due to Theorem 4.8 and Theorem 4.9 we thus get
Corollary 4.11 Let (M,h) be a Hermitian manifold of complex dimension n ≥ 2. If a and the
complex Randers solution F of generalized ZNP are projectively related as well as h and a are
projectively related, then h and F are projectively related and ε˜ = const.
Corollary 4.12 Let F be the complex Randers solution of generalized ZNP on domain D from
C
n. If F is generalized Berwald, then h is Kähler and a is locally projectively flat if and only if a
is Kähler and h is locally projectively flat. Moreover, any of these assertions implies that a and h
are projectively related, Kh = c1, Ka = c2, c1, c2 ∈ R, and
c1 =
nε˜+ ||W ||2h
nε˜2
c2 − 2
ε˜
hm¯j
(
∂ε˜
∂z¯m
∂ε˜
∂zj
− ∂
2ε˜
∂z¯m∂zj
)
. (30)
Proof. If a is locally projectively flat, then
a
Gi = 1
a
∂a
∂zk
ηkηi and a is Kähler. Thus,
1
h
∂h
∂zk
ηkηi = 12ε˜
∂ε˜
∂zj
ηjηi + ε˜2h2 (
∂α2
∂zk
− ∂|β|2
∂zk
)ηkηi = 12ε˜
∂ε˜
∂zj
ηjηi + ε˜α
2
h2
a
Gi − ε˜2h2 [(
a
δk|β|2)ηk + 2β¯
a
Glbl]η
i
= 12ε˜
∂ε˜
∂zj
ηjηi + ε˜α
2
h2
a
Gi− ε˜
h2
β¯ 1
a
∂a
∂zk
ηkηlblη
i = 12ε˜
∂ε˜
∂zj
ηjηi + ε˜α
2
h2
a
Gi − ε˜|β|2
h2
a
Gi = 12ε˜
∂ε˜
∂zj
ηjηi +
a
Gi. Then,
by relation (21) it results that
h
Gi = 1
h
∂h
∂zk
ηkηi, which together with the Kähler assumption for h,
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give that h is locally projectively flat. Conversely, if h is locally projectively then it is Kähler and
h
Gi = 1
h
∂h
∂zk
ηkηi. Now, owing again to (21) we obtain
a
Gi =
ε˜
h2
(
α
∂a
∂zk
ηk − β¯
a
Glbl
)
ηi. (31)
The contraction of (31) with bi gives
a
Gibi =
β
α
∂a
∂zk
ηk, which substituted in (31) yields
a
Gi =
1
a
∂a
∂zk
ηkηi, and with assumption that a is Kähler, we thus get the local projective flatness for a.
Therefore,
h
θ∗i =
a
θ∗i = 0 and according to Theorem 4.9, a and h are projectively related. Also,
according to Corrolary 4.3, we have
h
W i
jk¯h
=
a
W i
jk¯h
= 0, and so, by Theorem 4.2, it results that
Kh = c1, Ka = c2 with c1, c2 ∈ R, and
c1hjm¯ = c2ajm¯ − 2
ε˜
(
∂ε˜
∂z¯m
∂ε˜
∂zj
− ∂
2ε˜
∂z¯m∂zj
)
which multiplied by hm¯j leads to (30).
Owing to Theorem 4.9, Proposition 4.2 and Corollary 4.12 we have the following result
Theorem 4.13 Let F be a complex Randers solution of generalized ZNP on domain D from Cn.
Then, h is Kähler and F is locally projectively flat if and only if h is locally projectively flat and
F is complex Berwald. Moreover, any of these assertions implies ε˜ = const., h, a and F are
projectively related and KF = Ka = Kh = 0.
Next, we exemplify such a case through a model given by the generalized navigation data
(h, W , ||u||h = const. ≤ 1), with h the standard Euclidean metric, (hij¯ = δij¯), the mild wind
W with constant components, i.e. W k = λk, λk ∈ C, k = 1, n, and cosϕ = −1. Thus, these
lead to ||W ||2h =
∑
k=1 |λk|2, ε˜ = const., bi = 1ε˜ λ¯i, aij¯ =
δij¯
ε˜
+ 1
ε˜2
λ¯iλk and so, the fundamental
metric tensor gij¯ of the complex Randers solution F depends only η, i.e. F is locally Minkowski.
Moreover, it is locally projectively flat and KF = Ka = Kh = 0.
4.2 Geodesics of conformal solutions to Zermelo’s problem
According to Theorem 3.11 the solutions of generalized ZNP are conformal to the background
metric h, if either W = 0 or W 6= 0 and cosϕ = 0. Our next goal is to find the projective
relationship between h and F = ρ(z)h (h :=
√
h00¯), where ρ(z) =
1
||u(z)||h when W = 0 or
ρ(z) = 1√
ε˜
, ε˜ := ||u(z)||2h − ||W ||2h when W 6= 0 and cosϕ = 0. After some computation we find
the following connections between h and F = ρ(z)h
h
Gi = Gi − 1
2ρ2
∂ρ2
∂zj
ηjηi;
h
θ∗i = θ∗i − 1
ρ2
∂ρ2
∂z¯m
(
h00¯h
m¯i − η¯mηi) ; (32)
KF (z, η) = 1
ρ2
Kh(z, η)− 2
F 2
(
1
ρ2
∂ρ2
∂z¯m
∂ρ2
∂zj
− ∂
2ρ2
∂z¯m∂zj
)
ηj η¯m,
where the functions Gi and θ∗i correspond to the conformal solution F.
Theorem 4.14 Let (M,h) be a Hermitian manifold of complex dimension n ≥ 2. Then, the
conformal solution F of generalized ZNP and h are projectively related if and only if ρ = const.
(i.e. ||u(z)||h = const. when W = 0 or ε˜ := ||u(z)||2h−||W ||2h = const. when W 6= 0 and cosϕ = 0).
Moreover, any of these assertions implies
h
Gi = Gi,
h
θ∗i = θ∗i and KF = 1ρ2Kh.
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Proof. We suppose that h and F are projectively related. Due to Corollary 2.1 and the second
formula in (32) we have ∂ρ
2
∂z¯m
(
h00¯h
m¯i − η¯mηi) = 0 which by differentiations with respect to ηk
and η¯s and contraction with hs¯l leads to ∂ρ
2
∂z¯m
(
δlkh
m¯i − hm¯lδik
)
= 0. Setting l = k, it results that
(n − 1)hm¯i ∂ρ2
∂z¯m
= 0. Thus, we have (n − 1)∂ρ2
∂z¯r
= 0 what gives that ρ2 = const., so
h
Gi = Gi and
h
θ∗i = θ∗i. Conversely, if ρ2 = const., by (32) it results that
h
Gi = Gi,
h
θ∗i = θ∗i and KF = 1ρ2Kh
and applying again Corollary 2.1 we obtain that h and F are projectively related.
Corollary 4.15 Let (M,h) be a Hermitian manifold of complex dimension n ≥ 2. Then, the
conformal solution F of generalized ZNP and h are projectively related if and only if F and h are
homothetic.
The generalized navigation data (h, W , ||u||h = const. ≤ 1) with cosϕ = 0,W k = λk, λk ∈ C, and
||W ||h = const. lead to the homothetic solutions to h. Indeed, our assumptions give ε˜ = const.
and due to the above Corollary, the conformal solution F is homothetic to h.
Corollary 4.16 Let (M,h) be a Kähler manifold of complex dimension n ≥ 2. Then, the confor-
mal solution F of generalized ZNP is Kähler if and only if ρ = const.
Proof. If F is Kähler, by the second formula (32), it results that ∂ρ
2
∂z¯m
(
h00¯h
m¯i − η¯mηi) = 0
which leads to ρ = const. Applying again the second formula (32) the converse is also obtained.
Corollary 4.17 Let F be a conformal solution to generalized ZNP on domain D from Cn, n ≥ 2.
If F is homothetic to h, then h is projectively flat if and only if F is projectively flat. Moreover,
any of these assertions implies KF = 1ρ2 c, where Kh = c, c ∈ R.
Proof. If h is locally projectively flat, then
h
Gi = 1
h
∂h
∂zk
ηkηi and h is Kähler. Thus, 1
F
∂F
∂zk
ηkηi =
1
ρ
∂ρ
∂zj
ηjηi + 1
h
∂h
∂zj
ηjηi =
h
Gi, since ρ = const. and, by the first two formulae of (32) it results that
Gi = 1
F
∂F
∂zk
ηkηi and F is Kähler, i.e. F is locally projectively flat.
Conversely, if F is locally projectively flat then it is Kähler and Gi = 1
F
∂F
∂zk
ηkηi. Now, using
again the first two formulae of (32) and ρ = const., we obtain the local projective flatness for h.
Moreover, due to Theorem 2.2 we obtain Kh = c, c ∈ R, and so, KF = 1ρ2 c.
Now, on a complex manifold M we consider the following generalized navigation data: (h, W ,
||u(z)||h) with cosϕ = −1 and (h, W˜ , ||u˜(z)||h) with cosϕ = 0 and W˜ 6= 0, which produce a
complex Randers solution F and a conformal solution F˜ , respectively. A connection between the
solutions F and F˜ can be formulated as follows
Proposition 4.18 Let (M,h) be a Hermitian manifold of complex dimension n ≥ 2, and F and
F˜ the solutions obtained by generalized navigation data (h, W , ||u(z)||h) with cosϕ = −1 and (h,
W˜ , ||u˜(z)||h) with cosϕ = 0 and W˜ 6= 0. If F is complex Douglas and h is projectively related
with F and homothetic with F˜ , then F and F˜ are projectively related.
Proof. First, owing to Theorem 4.9, we have ε1 := ||u(z)||2h − ||W ||2h = const. and
h
Gi = Gi,
h
θ∗i = θ∗i. Second, acording to Theorem 4.14 and Corollary 4.15, ε2 := ||u˜(z)||2h − ||W˜ ||2h = const.
and
h
Gi = G˜i,
h
θ∗i = θ˜∗i. Hence, Gi = G˜i, θ∗i = θ˜∗i and so, F and F˜ are projectively related.
To conclude, let us also mention that the adequate investigation on conformal and weakly confor-
mal real Finsler geometry can be found in particular in [18, 16].
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4.3 Some examples
In what follows we consider a mild wind W with non constant components and a Hermitian
manifold M is represented by Hartogs triangle D =
{
(z, w) ∈ C2, |w| < |z| < 1}. As being in
dimension two we denote the local position coordinates (z1, z2) by (z, w).
I. Example for the case when a and F are projectively related (with ||u||2h = |z|
2
2 and
cosϕ = −1). On the Hartogs triangle we consider the generalized navigation data
(
h, ||u||2h = |z|
2
2 ,W = − |z|
2−|w|2
2z
∂
∂w
)
and cosϕ = −1, with hij = |z|2 ∂
2
∂zi∂zj
(
log 1(1−|z|2)(|z|2−|w|2)
)
. These imply ||W ||2h = |z|
2
4 , W1 =
w|z|2
2(|z|2−|w|2) , W2 =
−z|z|2
2(|z|2−|w|2) , ε˜ =
|z|2
4 and then, b1 =
2w
|z|2−|w|2 , b2 =
−2z
|z|2−|w|2 as well as
(
ajk¯(z)
)
j,k=1,2
= 8
(
1
2(1−|z|2)2 +
|w|2
(|z|2−|w|2)2
−wz¯
(|z|2−|w|2)2
−zw¯
(|z|2−|w|2)2
|z|2
(|z|2−|w|2)2
)
. (33)
Consequently, we obtain b1 = 0, b2 = − |z|2−|w|24z and ||b||2 = 12 . Thus, the solution of the Zermelo
navigation problem on D is the complex Randers metric F = α + |β|, with α2 = aijηiηj and
|β|2 = 4|wη1−zη2|2(|z|2−|w|2)2 . Also, A = 0 (see page 10), i.e. F is generalized Berwald and
a
Gi = Gi.
Corresponding to a, we have
a
G1 =
z(η1)2
1− |z|2 ;
a
G2 =
zw(1− |w|2)(η1)2
z(1− |z|2) (|z|2 − |w|2) −
(|z|2 + |w|2)η1η2
z (|z|2 − |w|2) +
w(η2)2
|z|2 − |w|2 . (34)
Moreover, we obtain that a is Kähler (Γlr¯m¯ = 0) and Ωm¯b
m¯ = 0 which give us that F is a complex
Berwald metric. Thus,
a
θ∗i = θ∗i = 0 and a and F are projectively related and the corresponding
geodesics are solutions to the differential system

γ¨1 + 2γ¯
1(γ˙1)2
1−|γ1|2 = 0
γ¨2 +
2γ¯1γ2(1−|γ2|2)(γ˙1)2
γ1(1−|γ1|2)(|γ1|2−|γ2|2) − 2(|γ
1|2+|γ2|2)γ˙1γ˙2
γ1(|γ1|2−|γ2|2) +
2γ¯2(γ˙2)2
|γ1|2−|γ2|2 = 0
, (35)
By searching the solutions with the properties γ1 = λ, λ ∈ R, and γ2 = γ¯2, the system (35) is
reduced to the equation γ¨2 + 2γ
2(γ˙2)2
λ2−(γ2)2 = 0. It results that γ˙
2 = k[λ2 − (γ2)2], k ∈ R, and then
γ2 = λ(µe
2λkt−1)
µe2λkt+1
, µ ∈ R. So, γ˙ = v = k[λ2 − (γ2)2] ∂
∂w
, W = −λ2−(γ2)22λ ∂∂w and u = v −W =
[λ2 − (γ2)2](k + 12λ) ∂∂w . The initial conditions ||u||2h = λ
2
2 and cosϕ = −1 lead to λk =
√
2−1
2 .
Thus, a solution to the differential system (35) is γ(t) =
(
λ,
λ(µe(
√
2−1)t−1)
µe(
√
2−1)t+1
)
. Here, W, v and u
are collinear, their components depend on t (they are not constant), however ||v||h =
√
2−1
2 γ
1(t) is
constant because γ1 = λ. Moreover, lF (γ) = 1 > la(γ) = 2 −
√
2 and lh(γ) =
√
2−1
2 λ. The metrics
h and F are not projectively related because ε˜ is not constant.
Next, in order to complement our findings let us consider the same data
(
h, ||u||2h = |z|
2
2
)
in
the absence of the wind. Therefore, it results that ε˜ = ||u||2h = |z|
2
2 . So, the solution of the Zermelo
navigation problem on Hartogs triangle is the conformal metric F˜ =
√
2
|z| h, to g˜jk¯ =
2
|z|2hjk¯ which
is not homothetic to h due to the fact that ε˜ is not constant. As above, we find that the geodesics
corresponding to F˜ are γ1,2(t) =
(
λ,
λ(µe±
√
2t−1)
µe±
√
2t+1
)
, kλ = ±
√
2
2 , µ ∈ R and v = u = k[λ2−(γ2)2] ∂∂w .
It results that lF˜ (γ1,2) = 1 and lh(γ1,2) = |λ|
√
2
2 on [0, 1], but here γ1,2 are not the geodesics of h.
Note that the solutions F and F˜ are projectively related.
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II. Example for the case when h and F are conformal (with ||u||2h = |z|
2
2 and cosϕ = 0).
Again, on the Hartogs triangle we consider the Hermitian metric hij = |z|2 ∂
2
∂zi∂zj
(
log 1(1−|z|2)(|z|2−|w|2)
)
and the generalized navigation data
(
h, |||u||2h = |z|
2
2 ,W = i
|z|2−|w|2
2z
∂
∂w
)
and cosϕ = 0. Hence
||W ||2h = |z|
2
4 , ε˜ =
|z|2
4 and gjk¯ =
4
|z|2hjk¯ and the solution of the Zermelo navigation problem on D
is the Hermitian metric F = 2|z|h which is conformal to h. Also, we obtain G
i given by (34) and
F is Kähler. The corresponding geodesics are the solutions of the differential system (35) which
admits γ(t) =
(
λ,
λ(µe2λkt−1)
µe2λkt+1
)
, λ, µ, k ∈ R, and γ˙ = v = k[λ2− (γ2)2] ∂
∂w
, W = iλ
2−(γ2)2
2λ
∂
∂w
, with
u = v −W = [λ2 − (γ2)2](k − i2λ ) ∂∂w . The initial conditions ||u||2h = λ
2
2 and cosϕ = 0 lead to
λk = ± 12 . Thus, the geodesics corresponding to the conformal metric F are γ(t) =
(
λ,
λ(µe±t−1)
µe±t+1
)
and W, v and u are not collinear (W and v are orthogonal) and of not constant components.
We also obtain that lF (γ) = 1 and lh(γ) =
|λ|
2 . Moreover, the angle between u and W is constant.
Indeed, let φ := ∡(u,W ) and Reh(u, W¯ ) = ||u||h||W ||h cosφ. Since h(u, W¯ ) = λ24 (−1± i) it results
that Reh(u, W¯ ) = −λ24 . So, cosφ = −
√
2
2 , i.e. ∡(u,W ) =
3pi
4 = const.
The same navigation data in the absence of the windW lead to the same solution as in example
I. Here we have lF˜ (γ1,2) = 1 and lh(γ1,2) = |λ|
√
2
2 on [0, 1]. Also, γ1,2 are not the geodesics of h.
III. Example for the case h, a and F are projectively related (with ||u||2h = 12 and
cosϕ = −1). On the Hartogs triangle we consider the generalized navigation data (h, ||u||2h =
1
2 ,W = − |z|
2−|w|2
2z
∂
∂w
) and cosϕ = −1, with hij = ∂
2
∂zi∂zj
(
log 1(1−|z|2)(|z|2−|w|2)
)
. These imply
||W ||2h = 14 , W1 = w2(|z|2−|w|2) , W2 = −z2(|z|2−|w|2) , ε˜ = 14 and then, b1 = 2w|z|2−|w|2 , b2 = −2z|z|2−|w|2
and ajk¯(z) has the same form as in (33). Also, b
1 = 0, b2 = − |z|2−|w|24z and ||b||2 = 12 . Thus,
the solution of the Zermelo navigation problem on D is the same complex Berwald metric as in
example I. The difference is that
h
Gi =
a
Gi = Gi with the same form as in (34). Another change
is that here h is Kähler. Thus,
h
θ∗i =
a
θ∗i = θ∗i = 0 and h, a and F are projectively related
and the corresponding geodesics are solutions of the differential system (35) which admits the
solution γ(t) =
(
λ,
λ(µe2λkt−1)
µe2λkt+1
)
, λ, µ ∈ R, with γ˙ = v = k[λ2 − (γ2)2] ∂
∂w
, W = −λ2−(γ2)22λ ∂∂w and
u = v −W = [λ2 − (γ2)2](k + 12λ ) ∂∂w . The initial conditions ||u||2h = 12 and cosϕ = −1 lead to
λk =
√
2−1
2 . Thus, a solution to the differential system (35) is γ(t) =
(
λ,
λ(µe(
√
2−1)t−1)
µe(
√
2−1)t+1
)
. Here,
the vectors W, v and u are collinear. Their components depend on t (they are not constant),
however ||v||h is constant. Moreover, lF (γ) = 1 > la(γ) = 2−
√
2 > lh(γ) =
√
2−1
2 .
Next, let us consider the same data (h, ||u||2h = 12 ) in the absence of the wind. Therefore, it
results that ε˜ = ||u||2h = 12 and g˜jk¯(z) = 2hjk¯. Thus, the solution of the Zermelo navigation problem
on Hartogs triangle is the conformal metric F˜ =
√
2h, homothetic to h. As above, the geodesics
corresponding to F˜ are γ1,2(t) =
(
λ,
λ(µe±
√
2t−1)
µe±
√
2t+1
)
, λk = ±
√
2
2 , µ ∈ R and v = u = k[λ2−(γ2)2] ∂∂w .
It results that lF˜ (γ1,2) = 1 and lh(γ1,2) =
√
2
2 on [0, 1]. So, lF (γ) = 1 > lh(γ1,2) =
√
2
2 .
IV. Example for the case when h and F are homothetic. Now, on the Hartogs tri-
angle with the Hermitian metric hij =
∂2
∂zi∂zj
(
log 1(1−|z|2)(|z|2−|w|2)
)
we consider the generalized
navigation data (h, ||u||2h = 12 ,W = i |z|
2−|w|2
2z
∂
∂w
) and cosϕ = 0. Hence ||W ||2h = 14 , ε˜ = 14 and
gjk¯ = ajk¯ = 4hjk¯ and the solution of the Zermelo navigation problem on D is the Hermitian
metric F = 2h = 2
√
hijη
iηj which is homothetic to h. Also, we obtain that
h
Gi = Gi given
by (34); h and F are Kähler. The corresponding geodesics are the solutions of the differential
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system (35) which admits γ(t) =
(
λ,
λ(µe2λkt−1)
µe2λkt+1
)
, λ, µ, k ∈ R, and γ˙ = v = k [λ2 − (γ2)2] ∂
∂w
,
W = iλ
2−(γ2)2
2λ
∂
∂w
, with u = v−W = [λ2− (γ2)2](k− i2λ) ∂∂w . The initial conditions ||u||2h = 12 and
cosϕ = 0 lead to λk = ± 12 . Thus, the geodesics corresponding to the homothetic metrics h and F
are γ(t) =
(
λ,
λ(µe±t−1)
µe±t+1
)
and the vectors W, v and u are not collinear (W and v are orthogonal)
and of not constant components. Also, lF (γ) = 1 > lh(γ) =
1
2 .
Finally, we consider the same Zermelo’s structure (h, ||u||2h = 12 ) in the absence of the wind W .
This leads to the same solution F˜ as in Example III. Here we get lF˜ (γ1,2) = 1 and lh(γ1,2) =
√
2
2
on [0, 1]. Therefore, lF (γ) = 1 > lh(γ1,2) =
√
2
2 .
We conclude by remarking that
Remark 4.19 Owing to Proposition 4.18 we have that the solutions obtained in Examples III and
IV, with the considered perturbations, are projectively related.
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